
Baby Tonight   
 
 Count: 64 Wall: 0  Level: Phrased Intermediate 

Choreographer: Christina Yang (Sep. 2013) 

 Music: DJ Got Us Falling In Love Again by Usher 

 

 
 

Count: A(32), B(32), A’(16), B’(16)  
Line dance : AA BA ’B’ AA BA ’B’ A A ’BA ’BA ’B 
 
Start the dance after 36 counts. 
 
Section A - 32 counts 
[1-8] RF forward walk, walk, check, recover, backward walk, ankle step, Forward walk, walk 
1-4  RF forward walk(1), LF forward walk(2), RF forward check, LF recover, RF backward walk(3&4), 
5-8  LF backward rock, RF recover, LF forward walk(5&6), RF forward walk(7), LF forward walk(8) 
 
[9-16] RF forward walk, side touch, forward walk, side touch, flick, side touch, flick, side touch, back cross, 
replace, side walk(weight on R) 
1-4  RF forward walk(1), LF side touch(2), LF forward walk(3), RF side touch & flick(4&), 
5-8  RF side touch & flick(5&), side touch(weight on LF, 6), RF back cross, LF replace, RF side 
walk(7&8) 
 
[17-24] LF 1/4 Sailor turn to L, 1/4 turn to L with big step, LF touch beside RF, side walk with swivel, 1/4 turn 
to R with swivel walk. 
1-4  1/4 turn to L with LF sweep from front to back, RF closed to LF, LF forward (1&2), 1/4 turn to L 
with big step(3), LF touch beside RF(4) 
5-8  LF side walk with swivel(5), RF side walk with swivel(6), LF side walk with swivel(7), 1/4 turn to R 
with swivel walk(8) 
 
[25-32] Hitch, backward walk, 1/2 turn to L, together, side, recover, side, recover, side, together. 
1-4  LF hitch(1), LF backward walk(2), 1/2 turn to L(3), RF closed beside LF (4) 
5-8  LF side touch(5), LF closed to RF(&), RF side touch(6), RF closed to LF(&), LF side touch(7), LF 
closed to RF(8), 
 
Section B - 32 counts 
[1-8] LF kick, replace, RF cross back, side walk, recover(weight on LF), back, side, cross, LF 1/8 turn to L 
with hitch, replace, 1/8 turn to L with hitch 
1-4  Kick LF forward(1), step LF in place(&), cross RF behind to LF(weight on LF, 2), step RF side long 
step(lunge) weight on RF(3), weight recover on LF(4) 
5-8  Step back RF behind to LF(5), step LF to left side(&), cross RF over LF(6), 1/8 turn to L with hitch 
LF(7), RF stepping in place(&), 1/8 turn to L with hitch LF(8) 
 
[9-16] 1/4 turn to L stepping replace, 1/4 turn to L with backward walk, coaster step, out, out, out, flick 
1-4  Make 1/4 turn to L stepping in place LF(1), make 1/4 turn to L stepping back RF(2), stepping back 
LF(3), RF closed LF(&), stepping forward LF(4) 
5-8  Step side to R on RF(5), step side to L on LF(6), step side to R on RF(7), LF flick to back(8) 
 
[17-24] Rolling vine turn to L, touch, 1/4 turn to R with forward walk, touch, 1/4 turn to L with forward walk, 
touch. 
1-4  Make 1/4 turn to L stepping forward LF(1), make 1/4 turn to L stepping side RF(2), make 1/2 turn 
to L stepping side LF(3), touch RF beside to LF(4) 
5-8  Make 1/4 turn to R stepping forward RF(5), touch LF beside to RF(6), make 1/4 turn to L stepping 
forward LF(7), touch RF beside to LF(8) 
 
[25-32] Heel, toe, kick, replace, side touch, kick, replace, side touch, unwind turn to L 
1-4  Stepping RF forward cross with heel touch(1), stepping back RF with toe touch(2), kick RF 
forward(3), step RF in place(&), stepping side touch LF to L(weight on RF)(4), 
5-8  Kick LF forward, step LF in place, stepping side touch RF to R(weight on LF), 3/4 unwind turn to L 
 
Section A’ Dancing until the 16 counts of A section 
 
Section B’ Dancing until the 16 counts of B section (The end of B’ section, stepping LF in place instead of 
flick) 



 
Ending pose : After 16 counts of B section, put down a LF the next of flick  
 
Contact: chrisjj1073@yahoo.com  


